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Neighborhood SAFE is a new, proactive approach that CMRPC
is undertaking in order to provide communities with small
area infrastructure assessments from a pedestrian and
bicyclist safety perspective. CMRPC has launched this effort to
achieve the following objectives:

1.0: Introduction –
What is Neighborhood
SAFE?

• Increase awareness of walkability in communities
throughout the region

Neighborhood SAFE combines

• Identify safety issues that pedestrians and bicyclists face

elements of Safe Routes to

• Provide neighborhood safety analysis for all users of the

School (SRTS) Assessments

transportation system

and Road Safety Audits (RSAs)

• Generate enthusiasm for alternative modes of travel

to provide communities with

This report will provide a summary of existing issues and
potential improvements that are intended to make walking

guidance related to
infrastructure issues and

and biking safer and more attractive modes for transportation

improvements for selected

system users. Particular emphasis has been placed on walking

focus areas.

and biking accessibility for school aged children. Elements of
the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program and the Road Safety
Audit (RSA) program will play a part in each neighborhood
assessment, a brief overview of both programs is provided in
the following section. This assessment includes
recommendations that can be implemented through
municipal, state, or federal funding, depending on the size
and scope of the future project. This report will detail the
conditions of the selected area, and provide a toolbox for a
range of improvements that vary in complexity and cost.
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Safe Routes to School
The Federally funded SRTS program is administered through the
Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT). Safe
Routes to School is a program that has the following purpose:
•
•

•

To enable and encourage children, including those with

1.1 Neighborhood SAFE
- Background

disabilities, to walk and bicycle to school;
To make bicycling and walking to school a safer and more
appealing transportation alternative, thereby encouraging
a healthy and active lifestyle from an early age; and
To facilitate the planning, development, and
implementation of projects and activities that will
improve safety and reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and
air pollution in the vicinity of schools.

In Massachusetts, the SRTS program has two components:
MassRIDES, the Commonwealth’s travel option service,
provides an educational and encouragement program to school
age children; while the infrastructure component is handled by
MassDOT. MassDOT seeks to promote healthy lifestyles among
the next generation of Massachusetts residents. It is MassDOT’s
desire that the SRTS program not only creates healthy habits
that will last a lifetime, but also to help educate school children
on the importance of ensuring opportunities for active
transportation in the way that it builds and operates the
Commonwealth’s transportation system.

Road Safety Audits (RSAs)
The Federal Highway Administration defines a Road Safety
Audit (RSA) as the formal examination of an existing or future
road or intersection by an independent, multidisciplinary team.
The purpose of an RSA is to identify potential safety issues and
possible opportunities for safety improvements considering all
roadway users. The Neighborhood SAFE project will incorporate
certain aspects of an RSA, without a specific project taking
place.

The entrance to Hopedale Junior-Senior
High School which is a MassRIDES partner
school. No schools in Paxton currently
participate in this program.
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Related Policy – MassDOT
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation seeks to
support Safe Routes to School through a variety of policy
initiatives, including the following1:
•

GreenDOT – This is MassDOT’s comprehensive

sustainability initiative that will integrate environmental
responsibility into the DOT by way of three primary goals:
reduce greenhouse gas emissions; promote the healthy
transportation options of walking, bicycling, and public
transportation; and support smart growth development.
•

Complete Streets – MassDOT has adopted a multimodal

approach in its design guidelines. The policy calls for the
accommodation of all roadway users, not just auto traffic,
allowing for early consideration of alternative modes of
transportation when designing a new roadway or rehabilitating
an existing one.
•

Healthy Transportation Compact – This is an inter-agency

group that was established by the 2009 Transportation Reform
Law that created MassDOT. The compact is designed to
promote healthy lifestyles through transportation system design
and operations that facilitate walking, bicycling, and other
active transportation modes.

1.2: State Policy related
to Neighborhood SAFE
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The Town of Paxton is located in central Worcester County,
Massachusetts, and is surrounded by the communities of
Oakham, Rutland, Holden, Worcester, Leicester, and Spencer.
The CMRPC Neighborhood SAFE assessment will focus on an
approximately ½ mile radius surrounding the center of Town
and the Paxton Center School. This location was selected for a
Neighborhood SAFE project for a number of reasons: a request
from the Town through the Route 31 Corridor Profile planning
process, and the Paxton Center School is within walking
distance of a number of residential neighborhoods in the Town
Center.
The maps on the following pages provide an overview of the
Town of Paxton as well as the selected analysis area.
• Map 1 shows the location of the Paxton Center School as
well as Town Hall in relation to the arterial road network in
the Town of Paxton. Higher traffic volumes along these roads
present greater barriers to walkability.
• Map 2 shows the streets within the ½ mi radius of Town Hall
and the Paxton Center School that were selected for analysis.
These streets have the potential to serve the highest amount
of walking and bicycling traffic in the town.

1.3: Town of Paxton –
Study Area
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CMRPC Staff, consisting of Dan Daniska and Nick Burnham,
performed a preliminary field assessment of conditions
surrounding Town Hall and the Paxton Center School on May
13, 2014. This preliminary site visit allows CMRPC Staff to get
a feel for conditions surrounding the targeted locale.
Infrastructure is assessed in order to determine impediments

2.0: Field Assessment Introduction

to safe bicycling and walking in the area.
The pre-assessment consists of cataloging the location of
major streets and key walking and bicycling infrastructure
including: sidewalks, crosswalks, traffic signals, pathways, and
other factors related to traffic control. Field measurements
were taken of crosswalk width as well as sidewalk width and
condition. Pedestrian signals were timed to see how long
people have to make it safely across the intersection of
MA-31 (West St.) and MA-122/MA-56 (Pleasant St.).
Map 3 depicts the bicycling and walking infrastructure (where
present) analyzed by CMRPC staff, including the location of
sidewalks, crosswalks, and traffic signals. It should be noted
that staff analysis and the Walking Audit occurred during the

The view of Paxton Center at the
intersection of Route 122 (Pleasant Street)
and Route 31 (West Street).

summer months; snow removal and issues relating to
walkability in the winter season are not covered in this report.
However, local stakeholders should take pedestrian and
bicyclist accommodation and safety under consideration
during the time of the year when children are in school. Staff
was able to observe afternoon dismissal from the Paxton
Center School during the field assessment. Town stakeholders
should take arrival and dismissal logistics under consideration
when planning for improvements.
The following section of the report will provide initial
observations from CMRPC staff regarding the field visit and
infrastructure assessment. Analysis has been broken down
into three separate categories: Sidewalks/Crosswalks and
other related infrastructure, Traffic Volumes, and
Auto/Bike/Pedestrian Crashes.

Crosswalk lines at the Country Bank
driveway on Route 31 (West Street) that
have faded away over time.
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Pre-Walking Audit Observations (CMRPC Staff)
•

Overall, the condition of the sidewalks in the study area
varies from excellent to poor, with moderate issues along
isolated segments of various streets.

•

The area has an suitable sidewalk network for a smaller
municipality; most of the main streets in the study have a
sidewalk on at least one side of the street.

•

Sidewalk construction and width varies greatly

2.0: Field Assessment Continued
Sidewalks, Crosswalks, and
other related infrastructure.

throughout the area. There are segments that are wide
toward the center of Town, while some areas are
extremely narrow.
•

The abrupt transition to narrow , dirt “sidewalks” along
the section of MA-122/56 to the south of the town center
presents accessibility issues for persons with disabilities.

•

There is a lack of ADA compliant access ramps and panels
throughout the study area.

•

On street parking is almost non-existent in the
neighborhoods, as the majority of homes have driveways.
However, the high number of driveways does present a
safety issue for small children.

The sidewalk on Pleasant Street starts as a concrete
sidewalk and then drastically reduces in width and
becomes a narrow dirt path. The sudden change in
width and sidewalk type can cause accessibility issues
and may force users to travel in the roadway.

While crosswalks are prevalent throughout
Paxton Center, many are starting to fade
and could be re-painted.

The sidewalk at the corner of Richards
Avenue and Pleasant Street is in poor
condition. Uneven and cracked panels can
cause potential tripping hazards.
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Pre-Walking Audit Observations (CMRPC Staff) Continued:
•

High levels of fast moving traffic on MA-122/56 and MA31 present safety issues for crossing pedestrians.

•

The triangular configuration of the town common lends

2.0: Field Assessment Continued

itself to sight line issues at multiple intersections.
•

The pedestrian signal heads at the intersection of MA122/56 and MA-31 lack timers, certain legs of the
intersection are extremely wide to cross, a visible counter
would aid pedestrians in decision-making.

•

Crosswalk striping at the Paxton Center School is faded
due to traffic, school bus, and pedestrian use. It is also
extremely narrow, measuring 5’ in width.

•

The “SCHOOL” warning symbol painted on MA-31 is faded
due to traffic.

•

The steps leading to the Paxton Center School from MA31 are in a state of disrepair.

•

The steps leading to the Paxton Center
School from West Street are in need of
repair. A lack of handrails can be
dangerous to users.

Crosswalk striping at the driveway of the Country Bank
on MA-31 is faded.

•

Crosswalk striping at the MA-122/56 and MA-31
intersection is faded due to heavy traffic.

•

Staff had the opportunity to speak with a crossing guard
and the Principal of Paxton Center School during
afternoon dismissal. They stated that it was necessary to
walk children up MA-31 and across the Town Common
from the Paxton Center School due to concerns regarding
safety at the main intersection.

This flashing school sign just to the south
of the Paxton Center School entrance
alerts motorists to slow down while
traveling along Route 31 (West Street).
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Traffic Speeds and Volumes:
•

Based on Traffic Volumes collected by CMRPC in 2013,
MA-122/56 (Pleasant Street) South of MA-31 (West
Street) carries approximately 11,144 vehicles per day.

•

Based on Traffic Volumes collected by CMRPC in 2013,
MA-31 West (West Street) of MA-122 (Pleasant Street)
carries approximately 5,913 vehicles per day.

•

Based on Traffic Volumes collected by CMRPC in 2013,
MA-31 East (Maple Street) of MA-56 (Richards Avenue)
carries approximately 3,929 vehicles per day.

Crash Analysis:
•

There are approximately 15 Automobile Crash Clusters
located within the analysis area. The clusters are
concentrated along MA-122, MA-56, MA-31, and Grove
Street.

•

Between 2009 and 2011, there were 66 automobile
crashes in the study area. There was one fatal crash in
April of 2010. Seven of the crashes were of the non-fatal
injury type, while fifty-eight were property damage only
crashes (no injuries).

•

Sixteen of the accidents were angle crashes, three were
head-on, thirteen were rear-end, nine were sideswipe,
twenty four were single vehicle crashes, and one was
reported as unknown.

•

There was a Pedestrian Crash just outside of the analysis
area on MA-31(East of Grove Street) in 2008.

2.0: Field Assessment Continued
Traffic Speeds / Volume
Crash Analysis
See Map #4 for Crash Analysis
Visualization.
Individual Bike & Pedestrian Crashes
are visualized for 2002-2011.
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Figure IV: Crash Analysis
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In a meeting hosted by the town of Paxton on May 29, 2014,
CMRPC Staff held a Neighborhood SAFE workshop. The first
portion of the workshop was an overview of what makes up a

3.0 Audit Meeting

walkable community as well as an introduction to the
Neighborhood SAFE project.
The objectives for the meeting were as follows: to increase
awareness of walkability, identify safety issues that pedestrians
and bicyclists face, provide neighborhood safety analysis, and to
generate enthusiasm. CMRPC staff discussed what makes
neighborhoods walkable, challenges to walkability, and
potential design solutions. Neighborhood SAFE was introduced
as a hybrid of Road Safety Audits (RSAs), Bicycle/Pedestrian
Audits, Safe Routes to School (SRTS), and other programs to
conduct a “neighborhood” safety audit for non-motorized users
of the transportation system.

Paxton Town Common

A broad spectrum of stakeholders attended the meeting,
including members of the following:
•

Town Administrator

•

Paxton Police

•

Board of Selectmen

•

Route 122 Scenic Byway Committee

•

Paxton Fire Department / EMS

•

Town Service Coordinator
Route 122 (Pleasant Street) heading north
towards Paxton Center and the Town
Common.
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Walking Audit
Participants were given brief instructions as to what they should
be on the lookout for during the “walk” around the targeted
area. Map #5 on the following page outlines the walking route.
Issues related to the following topics were stressed:
•

4.0 Audit Observations

Traffic/Motorists, including speed, sightlines, failure to
yield for pedestrians or bicyclists.

•

Pedestrian, including line of sight, overall feeling of
comfort/safety, sidewalks and lighting.

•

Crosswalks and Intersections, including width of streets,
pavement conditions, line of sight, and time it takes to
safely cross.

•

Bicycling issues, including shoulder width, presence of
marked bike lanes, signage, and perceived level of
comfort.

The focus of the May 29th workshop was on a pre-defined

Meeting attendees during the walking
audit observing Route 31 (West Street).

walkability route near the center of Paxton and the Paxton
Center school, however, concerns and ideas generated at the
audit were applied to the larger geographic area during the
analysis phase.
Audit Observations
General, area-wide observations:
•

There are a number of school age children that walk to
and from school.

•

There are gaps in the sidewalk network in important
locations, safety of pedestrians should be a primary
concern.

•

Inconsistent sidewalk network, it varies in material and
width.

•

Concerns about speeding and the safety of pedestrians
crossing the street.

Meeting attendees discussing pedestrian
crossings at the intersection of Route 122
(Pleasant Street and Route 31 (West
Street).

Town Hall

Paxton Center School
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Highlighted Locations:
Paxton Center School
•

Oversized crosswalks on MA-31 near the school and the
Senior Center, they are unsigned and are not ADA
compliant.

•

The crosswalk at the Paxton Center School driveway is
undersized and faded. ADA compliant curb ramps are
lacking at this location.

•

Issues regarding drop off and pick up at the Senior
Center, parents will wait in that lot for their children.

•

As mentioned previously, the stairs from MA-31 to the
school are in a state of disrepair.

4.0 Audit Observations

Town Center Area
•

Quite busy in the morning and afternoon with commuters
and after-school activities. The group was in agreement
that this area needs more attention, and improvements
are warranted.

•

Sightline issues around the town green due to geometry,
it is very difficult to see certain traffic movements at
either end of the green.

•

The intersection of MA-122 & MA-31 is quite large, it is
difficult to cross as a pedestrian, and creates an issue
with right turns on red.

ADA-compliant curb ramps are lacking
throughout Paxton Center, especially at
crossings for the Paxton Senior Center
and Paxton Center School.

MA-122/56 (Pleasant Street)
•

Sidewalk along MA-122/56 South of the Town Center is
inconsistent in width and construction material. It has a
large gap where it turns into a two foot wide dirt path.

•

Audit participants thought it would be a great benefit if
the town could compete “the loop” of sidewalks along
Pleasant, Grove, and possibly Maple. This would allow
for connectivity to the Anna Maria College, and
recreational opportunities for residents.

•

Audit participants raised questions regarding bicycle
friendly shoulders along MA-31 and MA-122/56.

Bicycle accommodations were discussed
during the walking audit. Meeting
attendees observed a bicycle ride
through the Town Center, which occurs
frequently in the warmer months.
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Estimated Enhancement Timeline & Costs
Time Period
Costs
Short-Term < 1 Year
Low
< $10,000
Mid-Term 1-3 Years Medium $10,000-$50,000
Long-Term > 3 Years
High
> $50,000

•

Short-Term: Consider signage and possibly shared lane
markings along streets that are more heavily traveled by

5.0 Summary and
Short-Term Potential
Enhancements

bicyclists.
•

Short-Term: Ensure that there is adequate street lighting
surrounding areas in the Town Center that see nighttime
activities. Ensure that there is pedestrian level lighting
where necessary.

•

Short-Term: Traffic enforcement throughout the TownCenter area, especially on neighborhood roads that are
used by schoolchildren.

•

•

summary of existing issues and potential
improvements that could make walking
and biking safer and more attractive
modes for transportation system users.
Particular emphasis was placed on
walking and biking accessibility for school
aged children. Elements of the Safe

Short-Term: Repaint and enhance crosswalks and related

Routes to School (SRTS) program and the

roadway markings so that they are easier to see for

Road Safety Audit (RSA) program played

motorists and pedestrians.

a part in the assessment. The included

Short-Term: Monitor snow removal efforts to provide
adequate clear paths along sidewalks and walking routes.
This is important to encourage safe walking during the
school year.

•

The intent of this report is to provide a

Short-Term: Work with the School Department to ensure
access to the Paxton Center School is in a state of good
repair.

recommendations can be implemented
through municipal, state, or federal
funding, depending on the size and scope
of the future project.
The recommendations have been broken
into three categories: Short, Mid, and
Long Term. These categories are loosely
based on project scope and anticipated
costs.
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•

Mid-Term: Study intersections along MA-31 and MA122/56, focus on pedestrian needs and safe crossing.

•

Mid-Term: Consider “closing in the loop” of the sidewalk
network along MA-122/56 to the south of the Town
Common.

•

5.1 Mid and Long-Term
Potential Enhancements

Mid-Term: Install related safety signage in concert with
crossing upgrades along MA-31 and MA-122/56. Advance
warning signage for crosswalks can consist of W11-2
Pedestrian warning signs with a supplemental “AHEAD”
plaque.

•

Long-Term: Consider providing or enhancing pedestrian
crossings with curb extensions, pedestrian hybrid beacons
(Town Center), and/or raised crosswalks to increase
pedestrian safety, comfort, and compliance.

•

Long-Term: Consider constructing raised intersections in
areas with high pedestrian traffic in order to calm
vehicular traffic, improve pedestrian comfort and safety,
and improve conditions for pedestrians with disabilities.

•

Long-Term: Allow for consistent visual and physical
treatments of pedestrian related infrastructure, as this
will help users easily identify and use facilities.

•

Long-Term: Consider installing standard width, ADA
compliant sidewalks along MA-31 and MA-122/56 in the
Town Center.

•

Long-Term: Consider widening MA-31 (Maple St) to allow
for bicycle lanes and sidewalks when the road is due for
rehabilitation.

•

Long-Term: Consider providing additional sidewalks in
neighborhoods as streets are reconstructed. Prioritize
streets that serve school age children.

Estimated Enhancement Timeline & Costs
Time Period
Costs
Short-Term < 1 Year
Low
< $10,000
Mid-Term 1-3 Years Medium $10,000-$50,000
Long-Term > 3 Years
High
> $50,000

